54	ON  PSYCHICAL  ENERGY
I have also called the symbol which converts energy a
libido analogue.1   By this I define a representation that is
suited to express the libido equivalent, by virtue of which
the libido is led over into a form different from the original
one.   Mythology offers innumerable images of this sort,
ranging from sacred objects like churinga$t fetishes, etc.,
up to the figures of gods.   The rites, with which the sacred
objects are surrounded, often disclose very plainly their
character as transformers of energy*   Thus, for example,
the primitive rubs his churinga rhythmically and thereby
takes into himself the magic power of the fetish, at the same
time imparting a fresh ' charge ' to the fetish.31  An example
of a higher stage on the same line of development is found
in the totem idea, with which the beginnings of tribal forma-
tion are intimately bound up, and which leads over directly
to the idea of the palladium, the protective and tribal divinity,
and to the idea of human community-organization in general.
The transformation of libido through the symbol is a process
that has been taking place since the beginning of time and
its effectiveness continues.   Symbols are never thought out
consciously; they are always produced from the unconscious
in the way of so-called revelation, or intuition,3   Judging
from the close relation of the mythological symbol to the
dream symbol, and in view of the fact that, as R Lejeune
says, the dream is " le dieu des salvages ", it is more than
probable that the greater part of the historical symbols arise
1 Psychology of the Unconscious.
8 Spencer and Gillen, The Northern Tribes of Ctntral Australia
1904, p. 277.	'
3 " Man, of course, has always been trying to understand and control
his environment, but in the early stages this process was unconscious.
The matters, which are problems for us, existed latent in the primitive
brain; there undefined lay both problem and answer; through
many ages of savagery, first one and then another partial answer
emerged into consciousness; at the end of the series, hardly com-
pleted to-day, there will be a new synthesis in which riddle and
answer are one/' A, E. Crawley, Th* 7*0 of tk* Soul, 1909,

